Before we move into proper competition (medal) golf, now would be a good time to try out
the IG technology that currently exists. Below is a series of steps designed to make this as
easy as possible for as many as possible.
If everyone follows these steps it should be a relatively easy process where we will have
scores and pictures of scorecards from every player - your own score and card as well as
those of your partner. We DO NOT require 2 signatures so you should never have to swap or
touch your partner’s card.
If a player is unable to get access to the IG app, but his playing partner has it, the partner
with the App can upload a second picture of his card (The one filled in and signed by the
other player) and then pick himself from the list.
This way the Match Committee can manually enter the score from the scorecard picture.
To assist this, please ensure you submit clear pictures and clearly marked cards.
1. Prior to Saturday 13th June, download IGmember app from play store
Free version is all that’s required to submit scores and pictures

You can choose to skip the credit card sign up
2. Players go out in two's after each player has collected their card at the Pro shop and fills
in the PARTNERS details on the card Do not swap cards.

You enter your partner’s details
3. Both players then record the partners’ scores on the card as normal without swapping
cards at any point during or after the round.
4. The MARKER ONLY signs the card they have filled in.

Only one signature required Do not swap cards.

5. Open the app on your phone and enter using the competition tab

6. Each player should use the IG app to submit their own score on their own phone.
7. Players scores should be verified by the playing partner verbally before pressing the
FINALISE button.
8. You can use the scorecard button to fix errors before finalising, which is equivalent of
posting the card.
9. Following score input they press the finalise score and return to previous screen.
10. From here, take a picture of your playing partners score card (the one you have carried
all round) and upload it.
11. The App will then ask you to select the player it belongs to from a list.
If every player has completed these steps, we now have a result for everyone and a picture
of a scorecard with a single signature.
The Match subcommittee can now close the competition.

If only one player has the IG app, they can submit a second picture of the card their partner
has been marking, just have your partner lay it down so you can take a picture without
touching. This time when it asks you to select the player name it will be your own name as it
is your score card details.
The Match subcommittee will then have to manually enter the score, so this may extend the
time taken to close a competition.
We do not want the physical cards returned, but you may wish to hold on to the card in case
the picture is unclear. Once results are published you can dispose of it.

Michael Kanev will be running stableford competitions with sweeps to give everyone a
competitive edge to their golf.
He will also be able to run Competition sweeps using electronic banking, for this to work you
can pay by card when asking him to enter you in the competition, or you can Top up your
proshop account by transferring money to the account.
If you want to top up your account, just send payment to:
Michael Kanev Golf Pro
Acc. No. 00744972
Sort Code 40-20-54
Add your Initials and Membership number as the payment reference.

